
SBCCD	DISTRICT	PROGRAM	REVIEW	
Four-Year	Program	Self	Evaluation	

Program	or	Service	Area:	

Name: Date:	

Description	of	Program	and	Services	

Pattern	of	Service	
Describe	how	 the	pattern	of	 service	 and/or	 instruction	provided	by	 your	program	 serves	 the	
needs	of	students,	campuses	and	district.	Include,	as	appropriate,	hours	of	operation/pattern	of	
scheduling,	alternate	delivery	methods,	and	weekend	service.	
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Impact	on	the	Colleges	and	the	District	
Describe	 the	 most	 significant	 relationships	 with	 other	 District	 operations	 and	 College	
operations.	What	major	impact	does	your	unit	have	on	them?	What	major	impact	do	they	have	
on	your	unit?	

Mission	and	Purpose	
The	 mission	 of	 the	 San	 Bernardino	 Community	 College	 District	 (SBCCD)	 is	 to	 transform	 lives	
through	the	education	of	our	students	for	the	benefit	of	our	diverse	communities.	

What	is	the	mission	statement	or	purpose	of	the	program?	

How	does	this	mission	or	purpose	relate	to	the	district	mission?	

How	does	this	mission	or	purpose	support	student	learning?	
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Service	Area	Outcomes	

Please	complete	for	as	many	Service	Area	Outcomes	as	your	program	has.	

Service	Area	Outcome	#1	

Assessment	(How	is	this	Outcome	assessed?)	

Analysis	(Please	provide	an	analysis	of	this	assessment.)	

Service	Area	Outcome	#2	

Assessment	(How	is	this	Outcome	assessed?)	

Analysis	(Please	provide	an	analysis	of	this	assessment.)	
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Service	Area	Outcomes	(Continued)

Please	complete	for	as	many	Service	Area	Outcomes	as	your	program	has.	

Service	Area	Outcome	#3	

Assessment	(How	is	this	Outcome	assessed?)	

Analysis	(Please	provide	an	analysis	of	this	assessment.)	

Service	Area	Outcome	#4	

Assessment	(How	is	this	Outcome	assessed?)	

Analysis	(Please	provide	an	analysis	of	this	assessment.)	
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Accomplishments	
Detail	 department	 progress	 and	 accomplishments	 on	 goals	 and	 objectives.	 How	 do	
these	accomplishments	benefits	students,	the	campuses,	and	the	district?	

Trends	
What	 are	 the	 new	 or	 continuing	 trends	 affecting	 your	 program	 and	 how	 will	 these	
trends	impact	program	planning?		
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Opportunities and	Challenges	
What	 are	 the	 opportunities	 and	 challenges	 presented	 by	 the	 new	 or	 continuing	
trends	identified	 above?	 Provide	 any	 additional	 data	 or	 new	 information	 regarding	 planning	
for	 the	 department.	 In	 what	 way	 does	 your	 planning	 address	 these	 opportunities	 and	
challenges?	

Three-to-Five	Year	Vision	
Describe	your	program,	as	you	would	like	it	to	be	in	three-to-five	years.	
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Goals	and	Objectives	

Please	complete	for	as	many	Goals	and	Outcomes	as	your	program	has.	

Goal	#1	

Objectives	for	Goal	#1	

Goal	#2	

Objectives	for	Goal	#2	

Goal	#3	

Objectives	for	Goal	#3	
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Goals	and	Objectives (Continued)	

Please	complete	for	as	many	Goals	and	Outcomes	as	your	program	has.	

Goal	#4	

Objectives	for	Goal	#4	

Goal	#5	

Objectives	for	Goal	#5	

Goal	#6	

Objectives	for	Goal	#6	
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Productivity	

Explain	how	your	program	defines	and	measures	satisfaction	and	productivity.	What	do	these	
measures	reveal	about	your	program	over	a	three-year	period?	

• Average	time	to	respond	to	requests	for	service
• Average	time	to	respond	to	complaints
• Results	of	user	satisfaction	surveys
• Results	of	employee	satisfaction/staff	morale	surveys
• Additional	identified	benchmarks	of	excellence	for	the	department,	and	department

standing	relative	to	these	benchmarks	of	excellence

Productivity	Data	

Analysis	of	Productivity	Data	
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Staffing	

List	the	number	of	full	and	part-time	employees	in	your	area.	

Classification	 Number	Full-Time	 Number	Part-Time,	
Contract	or	Prof.	Experts	 Vacancies	

Managers	
Faculty	
Classified	Staff	
Professional	Experts	
Total	

Analysis	of	Staffing	Levels	

What	does	the	current	staffing	level	data	suggest	about	your	program	area?	Is	there	a	need	for	
more	employees?	 Is	 there	a	need	 for	greater	efficiency?	 Is	 there	a	need	 for	 redistribution	of	
workload	 or	 staff?	 Include	 any	 data	 that	 is	 relevant	 to	 your	 program,	 including	 any	 staffing	
needs	for	compliance	with	state,	local,	and	federal	regulations.	
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Where	does	the	Program	align	with	the	Campuses	and	District	Strategic	Plans?	
	

Select	 	 District	Wide	Strategic	Support	Services	Plan:	Recommendations	

	 DR.1	 Complete	 and	 regularly	 update	 the	 three-year	 staffing	 plan	 and	
develop	 a	 process	 to	 increase	 the	 number	 of	 full-time	 faculty	 and	
increase	the	ratio	of	full-time	to	adjunct	faculty	in	the	District.	

	 DR.2	 To	 stabilize	 staffing	 levels,	 the	 District	 Human	 Resources	 department	
must	address	upcoming	retirements	and	hiring	procedures	that	include	
strategies	 for	 interviewing	 candidates	 from	 across	 the	 country.	
Additionally,	 consider	 completing	 a	 market	 study	 to	 understand	 the	
levels	 of	 salary,	 compensation,	 and	 benefits	 that	 will	 attract	 highly	
qualified	candidates.	

	 DR.3	 Complete	 and	 regularly	 update	 the	 District	 Enrollment	 Management	
Plan.	Support	the	Colleges’	community	outreach	and	marketing	efforts	
in	 order	 to	 increase	 campus	 visibility,	 highlight	 instructional	
opportunities,	and	increase	FTES	

	 DR.4	 Support	each	College’s	effort	for	addressing	basic	skills	needs.	

	 DR.5	 Support	the	Colleges’	effort	to	work	with	K-12	entities,	the	EDCT,	adult	
schools,	and	the	Inland	Adult	Education	Consortium	to	become	a	leader	
in	providing	education	to	adults	in	the	region.	

	 DR.6	 Support	 Distance	 Education	 at	 each	 campus	 with	 the	 software,	
hardware,	training,	and	support	mechanisms	as	identified	through	local	
processes	by	the	Colleges.	

	 DR.7	 Continue	 to	 sustain	 funding	 for	 technology	 in	 order	 to	 support	 the	
needs	of	students,	faculty,	and	staff.	

	 DR.8	 Establish	a	full-time	and	robust	facilities	department	within	the	District	
to	 secure	 state	 funding	 through	 the	 Capital	 Outlay	 Process,	 manage	
construction	 projects,	 oversee	 and	 integrate	 maintenance	 and	
operations,	 implement	 design	 standards,	 coordinate	 sustainability	
efforts,	and	implement	a	Total	Cost	of	Ownership	model	for	facilities.	

	 DR.9	 Continue	to	sustain	funding	for	site	security	and	safety	and	proactively	
design	 outdoor	 and	 building	 spaces	 using	 best	 practices	 for	 creating	
secure	environments.	

	 DR.10	 Establish	 and	 maintain	 a	 cyclical	 process	 through	 which	 college	
planning	 informs	 the	 development	 and	 revision	 of	 District	 plans,	
including	 the	 Educational	Master	 Plan,	 Facilities	Master	 Plan,	 College	
Strategic	Plan,	and	Technology	Plan.	
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EDCT.1	 Each	 college	 should	 explore	 the	 EDCT	 as	 a	 resource	 to	 support	 grant	
development,	 contract	 education	 offerings,	 non-credit	 and	 not-for-
credit	courses	and	short-term	vocational	training	opportunities.	

KVCR.1	 Reevaluate	the	role	and	function	of	the	radio	and	television	station	to	
operate	 as	 a	 fiscal	 asset	 that	 is	 an	 economically	 viable	 and	 self-
sufficient	 entity.	Develop	 a	 process	 for	 resource	distribution	between	
the	District,	EDCT,	KVCR,	and	the	Colleges.	

Crafton	Hills	College	Major	Strategies	

CS.1	 Promote	Student	Success	

CS.2	 Build	Campus	Community	

CS.3	 Develop	Teaching	+	Learning	Practices	

CS.3	 Expand	Access	

CS.4	 Enhance	Value	to	the	Surrounding	Community	

CS.5	 Promote	Effective	Decision	Making	

CS.6	 Develop	Programs	+	Services	

CS.8	 Support	Employee	Growth	

CS.9	 Optimize	Resources	

San	Bernardino	Valley	College	Strategic	Directions	+	Goals	

SBS.1	 Increase	Access	

SBS.2	 Promote	Student	Success	

SBS.3	 Improve	Communication,	Culture	+	Climate	

SBS.4	 Maintain	Leadership	+	Promote	Professional	Development	

SBS.5	 Effective	Evaluation	+	Accountability	

SBS.6	 Provide	Exceptional	Facilities	
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	Number FullTimeManagers: 1
	Number 	PartTime Contract 	or	Prof ExpertsManagers: 
	VacanciesManagers: 
	Number FullTimeFaculty: 
	Number 	PartTime Contract 	or	Prof ExpertsFaculty: 
	VacanciesFaculty: 
	Number FullTimeClassified Staff: 10
	Number 	PartTime Contract 	or	Prof ExpertsClassified Staff: 
	VacanciesClassified Staff: 
	Number FullTimeProfessional Experts: 
	Number 	PartTime Contract 	or	Prof ExpertsProfessional Experts: 1
	VacanciesProfessional Experts: 
	Number FullTimeTotal: 11
	Number 	PartTime Contract 	or	Prof ExpertsTotal: 1
	VacanciesTotal: 
	Description: The Administrative Systems (AA) group provides planning, implementation, development, support and management services to a wide range of people within the District in support of District-wide software systems. These systems include such applications as Colleague (the student information system), SARS (for student tracking), ImageNow (for document scanning and electronic storage), EIS (for executive reporting), WebAdvisor (for on-line data access) as well as a number of other enterprise applications.  This group provides value to its constituencies by ensuring they maximize productivity achieved from use of District software assets and ensure those assets work together synergistically. The group is comprised of 10 staff positions headed by the Director of AdministrativeApplications Systems in Technology and Educational Support Services (TESS): Senior Programmer/Analysts (5): Provides analysis, designs and support ofcomplex systems, performs programming functions and develops complexprogramming criteria. Systems Analyst (3): Performs the necessary investigation, research and analysis toprovide management, technical personnel and end users with the information andspecifications required to select, configure and operate computer systems andapplications. Data Analyst (1): Performs a variety of complex technical work related to theinterpretation, maintenance and reporting of data; coordinates, maintains andfacilitates the District wide processes and reporting of data to State and federalagencies and other approved external agencies. User Liaison (1): Performs as liaisons between non-technical users of theAdministrative Systems and technical staff to maximize utilization of systems andprovides direct user support focusing on help desk ticket resolution and training. The Administrative Application Systems group is organized into three teams to improve resource management to the key areas of support: Operations, Mandates/Reporting and Special Projects. Operations: The Operations team is comprised of a Senior Programmer/Analyst (1),Systems Analyst (2) and User Liaison (1). Their responsibilities are to organize andprocess incoming helpdesk tickets, and work on projects that are less than 40 hoursand less than $5000. Mandates/Reporting: This team is comprised of a Senior Programmer/Analyst (1) and Data Analyst (1). Their responsibilities are to work on projects and tasks that arefederal and/or state mandated but can also work on other projects when needed. Special Projects: This team is comprised of a Senior Programmer/Analyst (1),Systems Analyst (1) and User Liaison (1). Their responsibilities are to organize andprocess project requests that are 40+ hours and/or $5000+. Resource Programmers: There are also 2 programmer positions assigned asresource programmers whose duties are to help out any of the above 3 main teamswith projects as assigned. The Administrative Application Systems group is housed in the District Annex building at 1289 Bryn Mawr Ave, Suite B in Redlands. Normal working hours are 8am to 5pm with someallowance for flex time between 7am and 5:30pm as individually requested.
	Pattern of Service: The Technology and Educational Support Services (TESS) and its various departments have normal business hours of 8am - 5pm, Monday through Friday.  During summer months (June and July), those hours change to 7am - 6pm Monday through Thursdays.  During these times, we actively support the technical needs of our students, faculty and staff across both campuses and district.   TESS also has a help desk during normal business hours that students, faculty and staff can use to call in to submit help desk tickets and/or get help for things such as password resets and unlocking accounts.  After 5pm, there is help desk support for our Canvas users through the Canvas support line.   TESS and its various departments also have standard maintenance hours that run every Friday between 3am to 7am.  During the summer months (June and July), that is changed to every Thursday between 3am to 7am.  In those early morning hours, maintenance is done to the servers, databases, and other hardware/software that needs to be serviced so that smooth operation can be ensured for the upcoming week. 
	Program: Administrative Applications
	Name: Andrew Chang
	Date: 06/12/2018
	Impact: The Administrative Applications team has many significant relationships with our various service areas around the district such as fiscal, HR, student services and instruction.  We support much of the applications that those areas use on a daily basis for their business processes.   We have bi-weekly meetings with constituents from all 3 sites where we discuss current and future issues related to technology and the applications that we use.  This group is called the District Applications Workgroup (DAWG) which has representation from most every facet of our user base such as research, marketing, student services and instruction.  This group is also primarily the decision makers as to how the current applications are configured which can have wide ranging effects across our student and staff population.  For example, changes to our student information system, Colleague, are often discussed in this group which sometimes turn into projects or tickets that can result in significant effects to our students and/or staff. Through the project prioritization process, the colleges and district sets the work priority for Administrative Applications as well as other TESS departments.   The TESS Executive committee which is comprised executives, managers and staff across the district comes together 3 times a year to evaluate new project requests and existing projects and ranks them in a priority order based upon the current needs and direction of CHC, SBVC and District.  From this ranking (and after approval from Chancellor's Cabinet), the Administrative Applications group then works on these projects in the order determined from our user base.  Projects that deal with compliance and/or federal and state mandates get ranked very high because SBCCD cannot be out of compliance so those need to be done first.  
	Mission: Enable users to achieve goals though technology services and solutions
	District Mission: Our district's mission is very student centered and the mission of the Administrative Applications (AA) team is to support our district's mission.  We do this be supporting our user base such as student services, counseling, financial aid, instruction and many other college/district entities so that they may better assist students in achieving their goals.   The AA team also directly supports students through our help desk system and the services that we support/maintain such as Colleague, SARS, Starfish Early Alert and Hobson Degree Planning.
	Student Learning: By supporting the services that our students, faculty and staff use on a daily basis and keeping those services available with minimal downtime, this enables our students to have ready access to the technology that they need in order to achieve their educational goals.  Also by ensuring the systems that our staff and faculty depend on to serve our students is configured correctly and available enables them to better serve our students.  
	Accomplishments: Over the last year since our last program review, the AA team has received and completed over 600 help desk tickets dealing with software/application support.  These are issues beyond simple password resets or account managements and require more in-depth troubleshooting and sometimes even additional programming to resolve.  By resolving these tickets as quickly as possible, not only is the AA team directly assisting students so that they can accomplish their goals, they are also supporting the staff and faculty to enable them, in turn, to better assist students. We have also finished and continue to make significant progress on projects that have been requested by the colleges/district.  Such projects as the integration with Maxient which is the student conduct software that addresses Title IX requirements and the assessment project that takes into account multiple measures as a new requirement.  Other accomplishments over the past year include the successful implementation of an automated process that will drop students who do not meet the pre/co-requisite requirements of a class once per week as well as the successful recoding of student residency status to better aid our researchers in the data requirements.  Another major project that was finished is the implementation of 25 Live which is a classroom scheduling software.  SBVC has used this successfully for Summer 2018 as well as Fall 2018.  CHC is currently picking the project back up again and we will work with their team to implement it at their campus as well.   Canvas was also successfully implemented this past year as both colleges look to move from Blackboard learn to the state sponsored Canvas learning management system.  We worked with our colleagues at the colleges which included faculty and staff as well as our colleagues in the Distance Education department to configure and integrate the Canvas LMS.  Currently both colleges are successfully live with the Canvas system and have been using it to teach students since Fall 2017.   The AA team continues to be involved with the implementation of the enterprise resource planning (ERP) systems at the district as they bring in new systems from Oracle and ADP to move off of County systems.  Ongoing, we will maintain the security and provisioning of user accounts once both systems fully go live. Another project that has been ongoing in the state Education Planning Initiative which includes the Starfish Early Alert application as well as the Hobsons Degree Planner.  We have successfully implemented the Early Alert piece and that has been live at both colleges since Fall 2017.  We are shooting for a Fall 2018 pilot of the Hobsons Degree Planner.   Our MIS team continues to work with the colleges and district to submit our data within the mandated deadlines.  Such government entities as National Student Clearinghouse (NSC) and IPEDS require specific data from the colleges in order to remain in compliance.  We also submit each term MIS data to the state which is then made available for all to view on their data mart.  This is also a requirement for SBCCD to remain in compliance.  Another aspect is the 320 reporting which directly affects our FTES monetary generation and we assist yearly the business manager with that.  By providing all key stakeholders a master calendar that we adjust based upon what the current deadlines and any new mandates, we have been able to work with the colleges/district entities to submit our data in a timely manner.  
	Trends: A trend that has been ongoing for the last two years have been the centralizing of systems at a state level.  With 114 or so different community colleges, the past practice has been to each of us run our own systems with not much, if at all, any data flow between colleges.  This trend has been changing lately as the CCCCO looks to centralize our systems so that the college experience for our students can be more cohesive and easier to navigate.  We see this with such state-wide projects as the Starfish Early Alert that helps faculty and staff identify at-risk students earlier and provide them the necessary support and services so that students can successfully accomplish their academic goals.  Other systems the CCCCO is trying to centralize is degree planning and possibly even the registration experience.  Canvas is also another example of the CCCCO getting the colleges to use one central system instead of many different ones.   Other trends in the technology arena is the move away from hosting applications and services onsite and using products that are hosted on the cloud.  These services are often referred to as Software-as-a-Services (SaaS) and these kinds of service delivery models takes the burden of providing your own hardware and man power needed to manage the applications and moves that to the cloud.  This also has the benefit of making the service available pretty much anywhere there is an internet connection.  Often these services come with their own mobile applications making the accessibility and use of the services even more easier. Knowing these trends, it is important to think about appropriate staffing as to number and also the type of staff.  As some of the maintenance tasks are moved to the cloud, staffing may need to be different to support the environment as the work moves to security and business process support.  Also, with centralized systems, the integrations will often use standardized methodologies that we will need to build the infrastructure for and also gain expertise in.    
	SAO 1: Improve Helpdesk services through increased usage of online and self-help resources
	SAO 1 Assessment: Our current help desk solution, SchoolDude, has reporting functionality that can be run to determine the number of help desk tickets submitted by students over a specified time frame.  It can also break down by the issues the students needed assistance for
	SAO 1 Analysis: The majority of our student help desk tickets has to do with account access/password resets.  We have created a tool that allows students to reset their own passwords for WebAdvisor.  They are also able to reset their own email passwords through Gmail.  Students are still able to submit help desk tickets for assistance but the thought is by enabling the students to help themselves the majority of the times, they are able to get to the services they need faster and be able to get done what they need to accomplish.  Other more complicated matters can still be submitted to the help desk where the in-house help desk can assist them or it can be escalated to other "higher-level" technicians for assistance.
	SAO 2: Improve MIS data quality and submission processing time
	SAO 2 Assessment: Measuring the number of attempted submissions due to errors in the data (Due to the timing of this year's program review, we are only able to provide numbers for 2017 as the Spring 2018 numbers have not come in yet as well as Summer and Fall 2018 have yet to be submitted) Annual Submission  2011: 56 Diff: N/A2012: 51 Diff: -52014: 21 Diff: -302015: 33 Diff: +122016: 27 Diff: - 142017: 42 Diff: +15 Annual Submission (Employee Data)2011: 1 Diff: N/A2012: 2 Diff: +12014: 2 Diff: 02015: 3 Diff: +12016: Due to timing of this FY's program review, this data isunavailable2017:  6 Diff: +3 Fall2011FA (GI03:117): 51 Diff: N/A2012FA (GI03:127): 40 Diff: -112014FA (GI03: 147): 13 Diff: -272015FA: 21 Diff: +8Planning & Program Review https://www.sbccd.org/ProgramReview/Plan.aspx/View/4a1d25cf-...6 of 34 5/22/18, 6:00 PM2016FA: Due to the timing of this FY's program review, thisdata is unavailable2017FA: 36 Diff: Spring2012SP (GI03:123): 50 Diff: N/A2013SP (GI03:133): 25 Diff: -252014SP (GI03: 143): 22 Diff: -32015SP: 48 Diff: +262016SP: 34 DIff: -142017SP: 36 Diff: +2 Summer2012SM (GI03:125): 7 Diff: N/A2013SM (GI03:135): 26 Diff: +192014SM (GI03:145): 20 Diff: -62015SM: 23 Diff: +32016SM: 27 Diff: +42017SM: 28 Diff: +1   
	SAO 2 Analysis: The MIS submission process is critical to SBCCD getting its funding from the state as well as staying in compliance with federal and state regulations.  The majority of the data resides in Colleague and we continue to work closely with the users that enter the data to ensure they enter it correctly so that the data is correct when submitted to the state or federal folks.  Things working against us are the constant changes in how the state/fed wants their data and any additions they may add over time to the reports.  Also, turnover in staff requires constant retraining of the MIS submission process.   AA also runs into time crunches when understandably the users at the colleges have other job duties to attend to and MIS is not always the top priority but MIS deadlines still cannot be missed.  Ways we have tried to minimize this is sending out a master calendar of MIS submission deadlines to all relevant parties as well as friendly e-mail reminders along the way.  Our goal is to provide the state and federal government clean data with the minimal amount of re-submissions so that SBCCD stays in compliance and within mandated deadlines.  
	SAO 3: Increase the number of successfully implemented projects in a prioritization cycle
	SAO 3 Assessment: The number of successfully implemented projects in a given prioritization cycle
	SAO 3 Analysis: This assessment is more nuanced than simply the measurement of finished projects within a certain time frame although that measurement is still valuable.  This is because the complexity of projects vary greatly depending on what is the desired end goal.  A project that takes several prioritization cycles to finish does not mean it is a late or delayed project it just simply means the complexity of the project requires more time to finish.  The stakeholders of the project are updated frequently and are often heavily involved in the implementation of the project so that the duration of the implementation time is understood by all stakeholders.  A good example of this is the Hobsons/Starfish project.  This project has been ongoing for over 2 years requiring much time from all involved to successfully implement.  However, if asked how the project is going, the stakeholders will be very happy with the progress and work put into this project so far from AA.   It needs to be kept in mind that none of the programmers work in a vacuum.  They are assigned projects that require them to program and also other projects that require them to oversee vendors and act as project managers.  These often happen in parrallel but they are often asked to troubleshoot help desk tickets and assist with other matters as they come up.  These other tasks will take away from programming time but it necessary to keep the services we maintain running smoothly for our user base Still our goal is to finish projects as quickly as possible and measuring how many we finish in any given cycle is a good way to see if there are any efficiencies that can be taken advantage of and ways to minimize risks of projects not finishing on time.  
	SAO 4: 
	SAO 4 Assessment: 
	SAO 4 Analysis: 
	Opportunities: One of the challenges that we as a district face is our aging student information system.  Our system is over 20 years old and its interface is relatively clunky and unwieldy.  As noted above, there is a move from the CCCCO to centralize our disparate systems.  Currently the University of California (UC) and the California State University (CSU) systems have centralized systems for their SIS.  Though no concrete evidence has been put forth by the CCCCO to them creating or contracting with a central SIS vendor, it is not a far reach for them to eventually go that direction.  This would also help in the student experience as they migrate from campus to campus even within districts.  This could present an opportunity for SBCCD as we explore other SIS vendors out there to determine what system would best serve us in the future. Also as mentioned above, more systems are moving to a SaaS model.  So in looking for a new SIS, there are relatively few vendors out there but most no longer offer an on-premise model.  Knowing this, there are challenges to the current skill sets of our staff.  Additional training is planned to enable us to transition into this new era of SaaS support.   Also these new SIS offer much higher levels of configurability in their systems negating the need for programming.  Different skill sets will be needed in order to adequately support those new kinds of systems and we plan to address that through specialized training as well.
	Vision: Within 3 - 5 years I would like to have at least started the process to evaluate a new student information system.  As mentioned above, our current system is over 20 years old and the student experience could be better with more modern interface.  Of course changing SIS is no small endeavour but it is good to at least evaluate what is out there from other vendors and making a choice to either stay with what we have or make the painful move to another SIS.  Participation from the various user bases around the colleges and district will be key and the decision to stay or move will be primarily driven by the colleges. I would like to see more of our on-premise services moved to the cloud.  This has the benefit in lowering our infrastructure costs as well as our support costs.  Staff can refocus their energies on creating better efficiencies within our applications rather than spending time troubleshooting, patching, and doing emergency fixes.  So far we have moved quite a few services to the cloud and we will continue to look for other opportunities to move additional services that make sound fiscal sense and create better accessibility and ease of use for our users. I would also like to see our staff shift their skill sets from programming to more of an analyst role.  Most companies employ hundreds if not thousands of programmers to churn out software and SBCCD trying to do the same thing (but on a smaller scale) is not a sustainable model.  All new systems out there that are cloud hosted do not allow any programming to be done on their software but instead, they make their software very configurable so the needs of the colleges should be covered.  Any additional functionalities needed would have be to submitted as an enhancement request.  The roles of our programmers will shift to be more business process analysts and security analysts which is a sustainable model for the long term future. Also as with any environment, it is important that our end users be well trained on the systems they use.  This is an ongoing endeavour and we are making progress on this.  The vision is that users will be more able to troubleshoot and diagnose issues themselves especially ones that crop up frequently.  This helps them be able to return back to their normal business faster rather than having to submit a ticket and then wait for a response.  This creates efficiencies on both sides as this also allows TESS to concentrate on projects and more complex help desk tickets.
	DR: 
	1: Off
	2: Off
	3: Off
	4: Yes
	5: Yes
	6: Yes

	Goal 2: Improved Help Desk System
	Goal 2 Objectives: - Users able to call the help desk to resolve issues.- Creation of tickets online, by users, is clear and fast for users.- 90% to 95% tickets are handled successfully by helpdesk technicians.
	Goal 1: Self-sustainable User Groups
	Goal 1 Objectives: - Increased automation of tedious, complicated and repetitive processes.- Users have easy access to online training and troubleshooting resources.- Knowledgeable users via clear and frequent communication and involvement.- Power users in every department.
	Goal 3: Implementation of a Data Warehouse that provides integrated data across variousplatforms to better assist decision making
	Goal 3 Objectives: - Updated data warehouse with more available information.- Integration of Data Warehouse with Finance, HR, Student and various other District   business systems- Users trust in the reporting system.- Reports are easy to use and access.
	Goal 4 Objectives: - Efficient project prioritization process.- Adequate resources to meet project implementation schedules.- Adequate budget and support staff for implemented systems.- Knowledgeable staff with project management skills.- A clearer understanding of the Project Prioritization process
	Goal 5: Improved Work Environment
	Goal 5 Objectives: - Adequate support software.- Adequate user training facilities.- Adequate and functional work spaces.- Each administrative application has adequate support staff.- Regular professional development training for support staff.
	Goal 6: 
	Goal 6 Objectives: 
	Productivity Data: Our program is involved in the yearly climate survey that is sent out district-wide.  Through that survey, we are able to glean information on the level of satisfaction on the services the Administrative Applications team provides.  The AA team is also involved in the TESS Executive committee where there is also a survey that goes out on the last meeting of any given fiscal year that measures the satisfaction level of the performance on this program. As for productivity, the measures will be number of tickets completed and the number of projects completed.  There are a constant flow of tickets that come in on a daily basis that gets assigned to the team members of the AA team.  Depending on the complexity and the workload of that team member, the goal is to resolve the ticket as soon as reasonably possible.  The time it takes to complete a ticket also depends on the responsiveness of the person who submitted the ticket.  Often times, we need further information or testing from end users but they may not be able to get back to us right away and that will increase the time it takes to reach a final resolution.  Also, my team members field calls from people who do not submit tickets but need help anyways.  We try to point them to the help desk system but often times, they are helped when they call so that will delay things such as tickets or projects.  This practice is unfair to the people who follow the correct procedure and the team has been instructed (unless it is truly an emergency) to ask the people who call to put in help desk tickets.   System uptime % is also another measure that we can use to measure productivity and satisfaction.  Often times it goes forgotten the amount of work and time it takes to keep the hardware and software running without glitches and efficiently.  The amount of work it takes to backup data and make sure it is available to the end users goes unseen but is integral to the working environment.  By keeping services available during business hours, it leads to increased student/employee satisfaction and productivity.  
	Productivity Analysis: # of tickets resolved in the past year:  ~600# of projects finished in last year:  12 There are a constant flow of tickets that come in on a daily basis that gets assigned to the team members of the AA team.  Depending on the complexity and the workload of that team member, the goal is to resolve the ticket as soon as reasonably possible.  The time it takes to complete a ticket also depends on the responsiveness of the person who submitted the ticket.  Often times, we need further information or testing from end users but they may not be able to get back to us right away and that will increase the time it takes to reach a final resolution.  Also, my team members field calls from people who do not submit tickets but need help anyways.  We try to point them to the help desk system but often times, they are helped when they call so that will delay things such as tickets or projects.  This practice is unfair to the people who follow the correct procedure and the team has been instructed (unless it is truly an emergency) to ask the people who call to put in help desk tickets.   System Uptime %: 99%  Often times it goes forgotten the amount of work and time it takes to keep the hardware and software running without glitches and efficiently.  The amount of work it takes to backup data and make sure it is available to the end users goes unseen but is integral to the working environment.  By keeping services available during business hours, it leads to increased student/employee satisfaction and productivity.  
	Staffing Analysis: As with most programs district-wide, there is a lot of work to go around with not enough team members to address it.  This results in projects, tickets and other tasks getting queued up with more emergent issues rising to the front of the line.  However with fiscal restrictions, the AA team has really stepped up and tackled the huge amount of work with team work and patience.  Also, clear communication with our end users is very important because it brings transparency and understanding into the process we go through as we work to address their needs and nobody feels as if they are being ignored. The staffing setup we currently have allows for cross coverage as there are positions that know what each other does so if somebody goes out on vacation or is out sick for an extended period of time, the work can still get done albeit slower.   One of the trends going on as mentioned above is the move to SaaS service models.  These cloud accessible services do not allow any programming on their software.  Right now with our current SIS, we have over customized it to the point that most any changes require the intervention of a programmer (who is already very busy with multiple projects/tickets) which creates a bottleneck and much inefficiencies.  The new SIS's currently in development do not allow for customizing of the baseline programming code but rather allows for very detailed configurations.  As such, the skill set needed if SBCCD were to move to one of these new SIS's would be more on an analyst level and not a programming one.  This would allow TESS to operate at a greater efficiency since the required skill set more team members will have and thus no bottlenecks when it comes to system maintenance and assisting users with their issues.
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